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INTRODUCTIONS
Thank-you, ATP punters and performers, for your trust and patience
through months of rumour and apparent chaos. And thank-you ATP,
for having me.
When I first went to an ATP event – the 2001 Tortoise-curated weekend
at Camber Sands – I discovered musicians I’d never heard of who
I subsequently came to love, like Fred Andersen; saw legendary
artists at unfeasibly close quarters, like Love and The Sun Ra
Arkestra; witnessed the return of acts I never thought I’d see,
like Mission of Burma and Wire; experienced unlikely one-off
collaborations, such as Derek Bailey playing with DJ Casey Rice;
and became acquainted with new acts of whom I’d been unaware.
So this was the blueprint for this weekend for me, and Barry
and Deborah of ATP have realised it, with extra film, comedy and
literature too. And I was glad it was going to be at a Pontin’s,
rather than a Butlin’s, where the largely unimproved ‘70s British
Holiday Camp vibe works in perfect dramatic opposition to the outthere energies of the acts.
You are in a historic setting, in an early ‘70s landscape of leisure
carved out at the point where the whole British Holiday Camp tradition
was about to start to cave in. Punters took cheap flights to cheaper
thrills in Franco’s fascist Spain, the equivalent of deserting ATP for Butlin’s
own in-house Rockaway Beach weekenders.
But, believe it or not, the first British Holiday Camps, in the inter-war years, weren’t
hedonistic playgrounds of beer and chips, but places like J Fletcher Dodd’s Socialist
Holiday Camp in Norfolk, which balanced healthy fun, sporting activities and campfire
singalongs with political lectures from George Bernard Shaw, Keir Hardie and
Bertrand Russell. I hope this ATP weekend captures something of this self-improving
tradition too.
Be nice to the staff and don’t spend the whole weekend viewing the world through the
lens of your phone. Pretty much everything you see is only going to happen once, if at
all, so be open to it. I went to a Native American Clown ritual in Taos, New Mexico in
2007 where the shamans confiscated my camera and phone. I remember it more vividly
than anything else I’ve experienced for years.

Stewart Lee
Dear Friends,
ATP would like to thank our beloved curator Stewart Lee for raising the bar
on how to curate. So much so he probably needs to do a sequel to include
all the folks we wanted to bring this time around.
Thank you to the following folks for making this come together...
Deborah Kee Higgins, Shaun Kendrick, Rosalynde Roberts, John Jeffreys,
Alexandra Murphy, Yasmin Leung. Also a special mention to James King,
Kii Arens and Greg Franklin for the artwork. Brigitte Hart, Tim Poulton,
Juan D’Achiardi, Megan Jorgensen-Nelson, Marc Swadel and Mary, Hasan
Anderson, Diego the film dude, Richie Holmes, Becky, Ali Bracher, Conrad
Swailes, Ross Anderson, Lord Sinclair, Daniel Williams of Pontins, James
Parrish, Jay Taylor, and Will Vincent from Prescription. Richard Knowles, Adam
King and Production house, John Bryant, Steve Head and Kev Mobberley.
Plus all the artists performing over the weekend and the inspiration of Jack
Kirby.
Thank you

Barry Hogan

THE RULES

ATP has a no assholes policy. Please
don’t be an asshole.
Don’t break your accommodation or
any of the contents within because
it will prevent us from returning,
plus it will be charged back to you.
Do treat the accommodation as if
it was your Auntie’s house.
Do close the curtains whilst
doing things you shouldn’t.
Do lock your accommodation
when you leave it – you’re not
at Glastonbury.
Don’t be a litterbug.
Go easy on the spinning teacups.
Be sure to check out the artists
you’ve never heard of.
Go swimming, see a movie, tune into
ATP TV, & get involved in the Pop Quiz
– you never know, you might win
something!
We mean it, don’t break or damage
anything!

FRIDAY STAGE 1
In 1976, as This Heat, Charles
Bullen, Gareth Williams and
Charles Hayward played
experimental,
avant-garde
noise under the cloak of
punk. A tentative reunion in
2001 was abandoned due
to Williams’ death, so this
This Heat is not, strictly
speaking, This Heat. Instead it
is This Is Not This Heat, whose
special guest augmented
appearance at London’s Café
Oto in February is already
remembered as one of the
musical events of the year.

THIS IS NOT
THIS HEAT

Formed in Osaka in 1981, Shonen Knife play pure pop with a
garage rock aesthetic, determinedly refining and re-refining
the infinitely flexible template ever nearer to unattainable
perfection. Their new album, Adventure, is out now.

Dan Maier’s
13th Floor

SHONen
knife
It is statistically certain you
have laughed at a joke penned
by ubiquitous comedy writer Dan
Maier. Or maybe you listened
to the compilation of songs
The Fall covered he compiled
for Ace Records. Perhaps you
even danced your cares away
at one of his psychedelic club
nights, 13th Floor, in London or
Brighton. If not, get Friday on
your mind, and do so now.

Sleaford Mods’ April 2014 appearance at
London’s now disappeared 12 Bar sweatbox was
one of those gigs people lucky enough to attend,
like me, spend the rest of their lives telling you
about. The Nottingham duo describe lives and
experiences now left largely undocumented
in popular music, with a mixture of explosive
passion and provocative indolence, over a sound
that assimilates 35 years of post-punk noise and
proto-electronics and flings it back at you, like
something angry in a zoo engaging offensively
with onlookers.

SLEAFORD
MODS

ROKY
ERICKSON
PLAYS THE MUSIC of the
13th floor elevators

Look, it’s Roky Erickson and
some 13th Floor Elevators,
playing the music of The 13th
Floor Elevators. It’s more
Love than the last Love was,
for example, and it’s a small
miracle. In 1965, in Austin
Texas, the Elevators invented
psychedelia, feeding ‘60s pop
through a mincer of mysticism,
drones, juddering jug blown
rhythms,
and
psychotic
abandon. That alone would
be enough. But Roky’s health
and legal issues saw him
disappear for decades, solo
careers repeatedly stalling.
The return of a version of
The 13th Floor Elevators,
at Pontins Prestatyn, is the
gig no music fans ever
thought they’d see.

FRIDAY STAGE 2
Formed three years ago, Shopping play scratchy
post punk style non-disco, with enough sociosexual political subtext to give you something to
think about when you’ve tired yourself out and
have to sit down for a bit.

SHOPPING
John Cage’s
Indeterminacy

Newcastle experimentalist
fuses ancient sounding
folk melodies with avantgarde velvet drones, mining
the power of memory and
black comedy, and blessed
with the mesmerising stage
charisma and sheer lung
power to sell this stuff
to the masses. Opportunity
knocks for Newcastle’s
Richard Dawson!

In 1959, John Cage released
‘Indeterminacy’. The piece comprises
90 cards, each containing a story
of different lengths to be read
during a timespan of 60 seconds
per card. These are to be shuffled
and read out in random order.
Musicians improvise alongside, but
not with, the readings. In 2011,
Steve Beresford (Derek Bailey’s
Company, Slits, Flying Lizards) and
Tania Chen (collaborator with John
Edwards, Lol Coxhill, John Butcher,
Rhodri Davies and Terry Day) invited
Stewart Lee (BSkyB’s Up Your News)
to join them on interpreting the
piece, and they have been doing it
periodically ever since.

Richard
Dawson

Stewart Lee
1989 Open Spot Set
The 1980s comedian, despite having accepted the
ATP gig, is not convinced that stand-up works
at music festivals, and so I will present a
selection of punchy licks from my late
1980’s open mic era sets on the big stage as
an attempt at psychic self defence.

The Nightingales

If Captain Beefheart were from Birmingham and
mapped the human heart using images drawn
from the pub, the betting shop, and super-dense
political theory maybe the Magic Band would have
been The Nightingales. Post-punk survivor Robert
Lloyd fronts a generation-spanning line-up of the
legendary group. Most Peel sessions ever etc.

The Necks

Awesome Australian drone-jazz,
vast waves of piano, bass and
drums, swelling and rolling,
that focuses your attention
on an endlessly deferred
moment of climax. There has
been nothing like this before at
Pontins Prestatyn.

Arthur Russell
Birthday disco
The Wire’s WilL Montgomery plays homage
to late New York disco-minimalism
crossover king.

FRIDAY STAGE 3 / upstairs
Ex-Easter
Island Head

The man working on the stage door at Liverpool
Philharmonic theatre in 2013 told me to listen to
his band’s record. So I did. And it was Ex-Easter
Island Head and it was brilliant. Glen Branca
style No Wave 1970s New York electric minimalism
reworked as a tabletop guitar gamelan trio, whose
microscopic shifts in timing and tone suddenly
seem seismic, a metal fist in a velvet mitten. Do
not miss.

Richard Youngs
& Damon
Kruksowski

Avant-folk drone artist Richard Youngs was
booked anyway (see Saturday Stage 2) and noticed
that Boston’s songwriter-ly surrealists Damon &
Naomi were also on (see Sunday Stage 3/Upstairs
Stage), and so mooted this one-off collaboration.
I don’t know what it will be.

Dave Graney, of Dave Graney and The Mistly
(see Sunday Stage 2) is one of my all time
favourite artists, as at home in intimate
troubadour mode as he is fronting a feral
rock band, so when he offered his solo
acoustic set I was delighted.

Dave Graney

FRIDAY STAGE 4 / CINEMA
A Portrait of Lol Coxhill

Film maker Helen Petts specialises in intimate and sensitive portraits of musicians from
the free improvisation community. This is her film on the soprano saxophonist Lol Coxhill,
known for his work in improvisation and with film directors Sally Potter and Derek
Jarman. It features a 30 minute solo from the 2009 intercut with archive footage 1972,
Petts’ more intimate recordings of other Coxhill solo improvisations, creatively edited
with footage of his personal archive of music, instruments, toys and ephemera.

The Hired Hand

Peter Fonda’s classic 1971 “acidwestern” features the human
monument Warren Oates and a
scrambled cut-and-paste lysergic
Americana soundtrack from folk
musician Bruce Langhorne, himself
the eponymous “Mr Tambourine
Man” of the Dylan song. In 1992
Langhorne founded a hot sauce
company known as Brother BruBru’s African Hot Sauce. The hot
sauce is unique for containing
“African Spices” and all-natural
or
organic,
no/low-sodium
ingredients.

London (1994)
Robinson In Space (1997)
Robinson In Ruins (2010)

Seen as a whole, the filmmaker Patrick
Keiler’s “Robinson trilogy” serves, initially,
as a prophesy of how neo-liberalism and
freemarket fundamentalism will change
our lives and, finally, as a meditation on
their terrible consequences. It’s also a
beautiful, calm, meditative and comically
absurd achievement. I hope you can take a
moment to immerse yourself in it.

saturday stage 1
Wolf People
Musical anthropologists Wolf People posit an
alternate cultural history. What if early ‘70s British
hard rockers like Traffic and Led Zeppelin, instead of
abandoning their tentative couplings with traditional
sounding material like John Barleycorn Must Die and
The Battle Of Evermore, had pursued them further?
Beardo wizard shit of the first water. 4th album later
this year.

THE Bevis
Frond
Nick
Saloman
writes
quirky psychedelic pop in
the same vein as English
eccentrics
like
Robyn
Hitchcock and Syd Barrett,
shot through with a black
comic melancholy. And,
since 1987, he’s also been
mutating these tunes into
vast modal acid-jams as
The Bevis Frond, stalwarts
of the British Underground,
currently
staffed
by
Adrian Shaw (bass, exHawkwind), Paul Simmons
(guitar, ex-Alchemysts) and
Dave Pearce (drums).

THE EX
Forming in the Netherlands in
1979, and initially an anarcho-punk
band in an identifiable crass vein,
The Ex’s ever-expanding horizons
gradually encompassed free jazz,
folk music, world music, and big
band collaborations, all the while
developing a performance style
which, whilst remaining true to their
polemical approach, has seen them
become, quite simply, one of the
greatest live acts in existence.

Datblygu
David R Edwards and Patricia Morgan
reactivate the seminal early ‘80s Welsh postpunk band for ATP. Peel session stalwarts and
a massive influence on the ’90s Welsh indie
rock scene that followed them, Datblygu
have battled personal demons to reform
and refurbish their legacy, and it’s a massive
privilege to have them at ATP’s Welsh weekend.

The Heads

Releasing their first single in 1994, the
Bristol based drone-rock quartet have
slowly, steadily and persistently built up
a massive lysergic residue of acclaim,
deploying sounds and imagery which,
whilst knowing, are nonetheless impossibly
powerful. I’ve loved them for years and
somehow never got to see them live. In this
instance, I am abusing the power of the
curator for my own personal ends. You will
thank me.

Ted Chippington was a postalternative
comedian
before
Alternative Comedy itself had even
become established. He had one
joke, and retooled it in infinite
variety. I saw him in 1984 and it
changed my life.

Ted Chippington

The Fall

Appearing at their 7th ATP, on the back of their 31st
album, in their 40th year, it would seem to me that
this version of The Fall is playing the music Mark
E Smith has been hearing in his head all along,
with all the defining elements of the sound
nailed into place, extraneous noise shut out,
and plenty of space for surprises between
the locked grooves. This will be the 49th
time I have seen the band.

Born in 1942 in Garnant, in Wales’ heavily
industrialised Amman Valley, to a school
teacher and a coal miner, John Cale went on
to change music as we know it, and without
him, you’d be standing here in Prestatyn,
looking at three days of empty stages. In
New York, in the early ‘60s, he pioneered
the kind of minimalist drones, now ubiquitous
in experimental music, and, in 1965, applied his
avant-garde sensibilities to the rock stylings of
The Velvet Underground, which grew ever more
influential as the decades passed. Subsequently,
a groundbreaking producer and arranger and
solo artist his 16th solo album, M:Fans, features
new versions of songs from 1982’s isolationist
classic Music For A New Society.

John Cale

Jonny Trunk
Jonny is dj-ing. He’s too modest to
admit it but his cultural excavations of
old library music, soundtracks and
forgotten exotica, such as the Wicker
Man music and vast swathes of lost
radiophonics, for his Trunk Records
label have quietly shaped the direction
of popular music globally for the
last two decades.

saturday stage 2
The North London trio, stalwarts of the vibrant
Stoke Newington experimental music scene, play
left brain free improvisations with the primal
primate rock power of The Stooges.

Steve Noble,
John Edwards,
Alan Wilkinson
Indefatigable London trio refit and
expand upon the post-punk world
music inflected sounds of the
Slits/Raincoats/Au Pairs era for a
generation of urban arts nomads,
engaging both the head and the
hips.

Trash Kit
Richard Youngs has been
combining an innate feel
for ancient sounding modal
melodies with relentless
experimental probings for
a quarter of a century
now. His recordings stop
time. His live performances
make no concessions. His
110th album, Inside The
Future, was released at
Christmas.

Richard Youngs

If you were an indie rock fan, like me, who
came of age in the C86 era, then Bristol’s Blue
Aeroplanes were your Television, your Talking
Heads; a massed collective of twanging
New York ‘70s smart-arse guitars overlaid
with a very British spoken word poetry,
and captivatingly cluttered by primitive live
sampling and contemporary dance. Their
commercial high point of stadium support
slots to their unworthy patrons passed, the
band flies on undaunted, the perfect mix of
spectacle on substance.

Blue
Aeroplanes

THE
Raincoats
In 1977, The Raincoats used
the covering fire provided by
punk to push sell art school
influenced free rock, steeped
in gender politics and marinated
in controlled anger, to the
unsuspecting, laying the ground
rules for Riot Grrrl and
inspiring Nirvana. Their current
reactivation, off the back of
a reprisal of their role in a
1984 contemporary dance piece,
coincided perfectly with this
year’s ATP.

The desert dwelling visionary Howe Gelb formed the
copyright infringing Giant Sandworms in 1980, but as Giant
Sand, and as a solo artist, he has exploded the idea of what
a band can be. With a catalogue that encompasses instant
free rock composition, jazzy solo piano extrapolations,
straight ahead country songs as his Blacky Ranchette
alter ego, and the loose limbed country rock of Giant
Sand, a punkish roots rock ensemble that provides a solid
bedrock for his spicy stream of consciousness screed,
Gelb provided survival lessons and artistic inspiration.
Giant Sand’s ATP date is part of what Gelb maintains is their
final tour.

Giant Sand

The Bellrays
For a quarter of a century, The Bellrays
have played pulverising Detroit style
proto-punk as if it were Southern soul
music, though the band maintain that
even seeing that distinction is entirely
arbitrary, and they’re just playing the
music as it always should have been
played. Since their first British dates in
2002, any gigs I’ve seen them do here have
been unforgettable.

Charlotte
Church’s
Late Night Pop Dungeon
Years ago, Charlotte Church sent me a
short film that she’d that she wanted me to
help with, in which she had been forced to
live in a Welsh holiday camp, dealing with
strange imaginary neighbours. And now
she is in a Welsh holiday camp. It was oddly
brilliant but I was endlessly on tour. These
days we seem to be on the same charity
benefit shows. At the Hammersmith Apollo
at Christmas I saw her sing Brian Wilson’s
God Only Knows and a plan was formed. It
seems to me she is currently negotiating a
path through celebrity, activism, creativity
and her own self-confessed and entirely
admirable “Prosecco Socialism” that will
only make sense when viewed from the far
future. I don’t know what she is going to do
tonight.

Comedy Club

saturday stage 3 / UPSTAIRS
Michael Legge introduces Stewart Lee and
Bridget Christie. Michael Legge’s impotent fury
is the perfect cushion for the sexual political
satires of Bridget Christie and for me, doing
some stuff from the last TV series I did.

Tania Chen and Steve Beresford (Friday,
Stage 2) are joined by David Toop
(composer, musician, author, academic
and former Flying Lizard) in Great
Future In Plastics, an improvised piece to
accompany a film of some Lego. I think.
Steve says, “The appearance of the plastic
bin in film number 1 is like the grim reaper
in some corny Bergman movie. Shoot it
ASAP! Like the sounds too! Love Lego!”

Tania Chen,
David Toop
& Steve Beresford
As lead vocalist for Stereolab in the ‘90s, Sadier
combined krautrock rhythms with a European
chanson and the French pop “yé-yé” sound, a hybrid
that shouldn’t have worked, but did, spectacularly
and influentially. Her three Drag City solo albums
continue to explore that template and cement her
position as one of the secret chiefs of indie rock.

Laetitia Sadier

Sarah Gail Brand has been blowing free
improvised noise from the horn of her trombone
since the early ‘90s, in performances that
combine a confrontational confidence with a
profound sense of the absurd. Her percussionist
of choice, the mighty Mark Sanders, with whom
she has recorded two critically acclaimed
duo albums, joins her.

Sarah Gail Brand
& Mark Sanders
Skatgobs
Phil Minton, Dylan Nyoukis and Luke Poot perform
visceral unaccompanied vocal improvisations
together as Skatgobs. Phil Minton is a
particularly inspiring figure, creating moments
that are at once comic, profound and deeply
tragic from the same shards of unglossed
guttural utterance.

It’s an old-school club style gathering from leading
folk performers spanning the generations, who are
all joining ATP for the No Roses performance with
Trembling Bells (Stage Two, Sunday). Concertina,
accordion and melodeon virtuoso John Kirkpatrick
played with folk rock legends Steeleye Span in the
‘70s, and Martin Carthy’s brass augmented supergroup
Brass Monkey in the ‘80s and is acclaimed for his
expertise in morris and folk dance tunes. Mercury
nominated folk singer Sam Lee is also a renowned
song collector, whose life was changed by a chance
encounter with a Scottish traveller singer. Folk
iconoclast Lisa Knapp’s last album, Hidden Seam,
featured a collaboration with Alasdair Roberts and
a mysterious song inspired by The Shipping Forecast.

John Kirkpatrick,
Sam Lee and
Lisa Knapp
Evan Parker,
John Russell
& John Edwards
Born in 1944, the saxophonist Evan Parker
is one of the founding fathers of free
improvisation, a totemic figure nonetheless
whose presence in Prestatyn this weekend
serves to purify the entire site. John Russell
is a leading light of the generation that
followed him, learning guitar at the Yorkshire
feet of Derek Bailey. John Edwards is the
most in-demand bass player in British free
improvisation, and getting him here has been a
triumph of timetabling.

Secluded
Bronte
with Bohman Brothers
A chance meeting with the Bohman
Brothers’ former group, Morphogenesis,
above a squatted Hackney pub in 1993
quietly changed my whole idea of what
performance could be. Are the brothers
making music, making art, or performing
some necessary ritual the meaning of
which is only known to them? Adam and
Jonathan will also be appearing with
Richard Thomas as Secluded Bronte
somewhere else on the site this weekend.

saturday stage 4 / CINEMA
The Clangers

The Clangers was a stop-frame animated
children’s program made for the BBC between
1969 and 1972. I love it, so here’s loads of
episodes.

Andy Miller’s
Read Y’Self Fitter

The Wire Salon

Staff from The Wire magazine
host talks and discussions with
some of the musicians appearing
at this year’s festival.

Read Y’Self Fitter is a ten-step programme
to cure oneself of bad reading habits.
It was devised by the writer Andy Miller
both as a motivational lecture and also a
way of doing something more interesting
than just reading aloud from the book
and then asking for questions.

The Thick Of It

with David Quantick and Roger Drew

In October 2012 a special hour long edition of the political satire
The Thick Of It was broadcast. It dealt with The Goolding Inquiry,
a fictional pastiche of contemporary investigations into police
and newspaper corruption. Actors were given no time to rehearse
in a method-style attempt to re-create the tension of a genuine
enquiry. Writers David Quantick (NME, Day Today, Brass Eye, Blue Jam,
TV Burp) and Roger Drew (Time Trumpet, Veep) discuss the show’s
relationship with unraveling political reality and answer questions
around a screening of this iconic piece of television

Josie Long’s Let’s Go
Swimming and Romance
And Adventure

The comedian Josie Long, the Kathleen
Hanna of stand-up comedy, and director
Doug King, crowd funded two short
comedy dramas, which she screens
and discusses here. Let’s Go Swimming
is about the Scottish indie band theme
park Josie imagined Glasgow to be
and features cameos from Stuart
Murdoch, Aidan John Moffat and Jojo
Sutherland.

Andrew Kötting/
By Our Selves/
Swandown

I think Andrew Kotting is
Britain’s
greatest
living
experimental
film
maker.
Tonight he introduces his
latest film, By Our Selves, a
time-travelling meditation on
the life of the “peasant poet”
John Clare, and Swandown, a
travelogue about the Olympics,
which briefly features me and
the writer Alan Moore in a
swan pedalo.

SUNday stage 1

Boredoms

Formed in Osaka in 1986,
when Boredoms first played
the UK they were a thrashy
No Wave noise act. Today
they generate percussion
based dronescapes with
massed
musicians
of
impossible intensity and
theatrical scope. And that’s
what they’re doing for you.
Today. At Pontins.

Bardo Pond
Hardy perennials of the boutique indie festival
circuit, Bardo Pond have spent two and a
half decades dowsing punters with reliably
transportative swathes of feedback drenched
psychedelia. But, quietly and incrementally,
they grow ever more majestic. Isobel
Sollenberger’s whale mother vocals and
delicate flute parts float through a stew now
equal parts fire music free jazz and sulphurous
bad acid blues. Like bikers meditating in a zen
garden, Bardo Pond’s genius is in the collision
of contrasts.

When I saw that Drive Like Jehu’s
ATP weekend had snagged an
authentic line-up of The Flamin
Groovies I asked if we could
have them too. I saw this version
of the band two years back and
they played all the hits and more.
I’m really happy that their late
surge of reactivity overlapped
with this ATP.

Flamin
Groovies

Mission Of
Burma

I like Boston’s Mission of Burma so much
I twisted one of their song titles into the
name of my book, How I Escaped My Certain
Fate. Perhaps the first American punks to go
post-punk, in 1979 Mission of Burma grafted
a chiming minimalism onto the hardcore
template, in a gesture so far ahead of its
time it still sounds like it’s being phoned in
from the future.

Sun Ra
Arkestra

Keeping alive the legacy of their visionary founder Sun Ra (1914-1993) under the
stewardship of 91 year old horn player Marshall Allen, the 20-piece Arkestra play
improvisational space jazz with the heft and swing of a ballroom big band and the
theatrical stylings of an alien religious cult. The music is the message and this is the
perfect blowout for the end of the weekend. Oh Ambassador, you are spoiling us!

SUNday stage 2
For a South Bank Centre celebration of the
80th birthday of the English folk singer Shirley
Collins last year, folk veteran John Kirkpatrick
and Glasgow’s contemporary folk rockers
Trembling Bells assembled an all-star team
of guests (Alasdair Roberts, Lisa Knapp, Olivia
Channey and Sam Lee) to reprise her classic 1971
album No Roses. And now, thanks in part to the
coordination skills of folk music fixer David
Suff, they are doing it one final time. Trembling
Bells will also play a set of their own, combing
the swagger of classic rock with the arcadian
romanticism of folk rock.

No Roses/
Trembling
Bells

This ought to be an unforgettable ATP moment.
The Evan Parker trio that played on the Upstairs
stage yesterday plug in to team up with the
Dutch free jazz percussionist Han Bennink, and
Thurston Moore, formerly of Sonic Youth, and
now enjoying an Indian summer, ensconced
in Stoke Newington, North London, willing
collaborators from the European improvisation
scene he has been inspired by only a 73 bus ride
away. This is my neighbourhood brought to life
at Pontins, Prestatyn, in a literally unrepeatable
performance.

Evan Parker,
Han Bennink,
John Russell,
John Edwards
& Thurston Moore
Alasdair
Roberts
For twenty years the Scottish folk singer
Alasdair Roberts has been recasting
traditional material to sound contemporary,
and writing his own songs in an idiom that
makes them sound as if they have always been
with us. A dedicated song collector and a
generous and open minded collaborator,
one day he will be doubtless offered an OBE,
which he will hopefully turn down.

Dave Graney is very special. Since
emerging from the South Australian punk
scene, if such a thing indeed existed, he
has experimented with a succession of
performer personas – rock and roll
frontman, buckskin cowboy balladeer,
Serge Gainsbourg style rake, Jim
Morrison visionary clown - whilst never
losing sight of his essential self. And,
even when swathed in sheets of irony and
misdirection, his lyrics have the ability
to cut to the quick of the most complex
situations. The Mistly is his latest group, as
usual featuring his long term conspirator
Clare Moore.

Dave Graney
& The Mistly

The
Wolfhounds
It’s as if they never went away. When a reformed
Wolfhounds began turning up on various C86
nostalgia bills at the turn of the decade they
melted the competition. Instantly match fit and
as incendiary as ever the new songs seemed like
a continuum, equal to the old favorites, and
making us wonder why this perfect combination
of pop sensibility and scorched earth guitar
noise was never better known.

Richard James
Having ridden the ‘90s Cool Cymru
wave with Gorky’s Zygotic Mynci,
Richard James is now a solo artist.
His fourth album, last year’s All The
New Highways, ranged from krautrock
inspired grooves to pastoral acid
folk and he’s currently working on
an art project about the Welsh mystic
and writer Arthur Machen.

SUNday stage 3 / UPSTAIRS
Michael Legge introduces Josie Long and Stewart
Lee. The red-faced rage of Michael Legge is the
perfect sluice for the quietly furious disillusion
of Josie Long and me doing some stuff from my
last tv series.

Comedy Club
First known as the gossamer rhythm
section of Boston’s Galaxie 500,
Damon Kruksowski and Naomi Yang
have spent the last two decades
recording
delicate
acid-folk
inflected pop and pursuing various
surrealist
art
projects.
Both
strands come together here as they
accompany a screening of Naomi’s
film, Fortune.

Olivia Chaney

The singer, pianist, guitarist,
harmonium
player,
and
songwriter Olivia Chaney’s 2015
debut album, The Longest River,
was a long time in gestation, as
she dutifully paid her dues on
the folk circuit, alongside work
in theatre, and she’s as at home
with a traditional ballad as she
is with her own material.

Damon
& Naomi

Andy Moor &
John Butcher

Andy Moor, guitarist of Dutch
jazz punks The Ex, improvises
with the English saxophonist
John Butcher, who has
performed inside grain silos,
stone circles and empty oil
storage drums, and now
appears at Pontins Prestatyn.

Laura Cannell’s fiddle and recorder
drones connect ancient and modern,
and her second album, Beneath
Swooping Talons, was a highlight of
last year. Here she appears solo,
and alongside the experimental
harpist Rhodri Davis, who then
performs a set with his superdense
string trio, Cranc, with Nikos Veliotis
and Angharad Davis.

Laura Cannell
Rhodri Davis
Cranc

Terrie Ex, guitarist of Dutch Jazz
punks The Ex, performs in a duo
with the massively important and
hugely entertaining Dutch free
jazz percussionist Han Bennink.

Terrie Ex
& Han Bennink

Suns of The
Tundra
Suns of The Tundra’s Simon Oakes is a
Zelig-like figure on music’s fringes. A mid80s cutie-pop collaboration with Tallulah
Gosh’s Amelia Fletcher eventually became
a b-side for American stadium doom
gods Tool. A track by his shoegazingmetal anomaly Peach appeared in Buffy
The Vampire Slayer. Tonight his long term
group Suns Of The Tundra provide a live
soundtrack to South, the 1919 documentary
film chronicling Ernest Shackleton’s 1914
Antarctic expedition.

SUNday stage 4 / cinema
The Clangers
More Clangers.

The Wire Salon

Staff from The Wire
magazine host talks and
discussions with some of
the musicians appearing at
this year’s festival.

Andy Miller talks to
Bridget Christie and
Dan Rhodes
Andy Miller talks to Bridget Christie
about her feminist fun book ‘A Book
For Her’. The grumpy novelist Dan
Rhodes, Stewart Lee’s favourite living
writer, has agreed to appear, but
will not engage in conversation with
anyone. It is hoped that he will read
from some of his books.

Sunbury

Introduced by Australia’s King of Pop
Dave Graney, Ray Wagstaff’s film of
Australia’s 1972 Sunbury rock festival
is a very different experience to this
weekend’s ATP. The Australian hippy dream
was over. Boozy pub rock was the new
order. Phil Manning, guitarist of Chain,
commented, ”It was a time when the hippie
thing was declining and the drunken
afternoons of too much beer, sun and
basic rock developed. The music went
from being experimental to being just
moronic entertainment for yobbos.”

Way Of The Morris

Tim
Plester
and
Rob
Curry introduce their 2010
documentary on morris dancing,
Way Of The Morris, which is
absolutely superb. They are in
the process of making a film
about the folk singer Shirley
Collins and it is hoped they will
discuss this.

S i n g -a l o n g -awickerman

Artist and documentary maker
David Bramwell presents Singalong-a-wickerman. You can
sing along to the classic
British acid-folk horror move
The Wicker Man. At Pontin’s
Prestatyn.

Holiday On The Buses

This poor 1973 British comedy film, featuring Reg Varney, was filmed at Prestatyn Pontins.
Marvel, as you spot locations where you rubbed shoulders with a member of The Fall,
now being used as the backdrop to sexual assault based comedy and low toilet humour.
Three of the company’s buses are wrecked due to Stan’s demented bus driving, which
means Stan (Reg Varney), Jack (Bob Grant) and Inspector Blake (Stephen Lewis) are laid
off. Stan and Jack get a job as bus crew at a Pontins holiday camp in Prestatyn, North
Wales, which is the venue for the 1972 ATP, only to find that Blakey has also got a job at
the camp, as a roadie for Faust. Stan invites the family to stay (using his staff discount)
whilst he proceeds to chat up members of Henry Cow and ATP punters. Tight fisted
Arthur refuses to pay the train fare, instead relying on his ever present motorcycle and
sidecar to take the Butlers to the camp. They meet Stan on the road, who accidentally
forces them into a kerb causing all the luggage to land in a river and all the family’s
clothes are ruined. Meanwhile, Stan and Jack embark on their usual misadventures whilst
trying to evade Blakey’s watchful eye, who is also trying to coordinate an improvisation
workshop with The Spontaneous Music Ensemble and the camp’s guests in his spare time,
whilst Mum meets Sergius Golowin, a Swiss mystic close to Ash Ra Tempel, who is also
holidaying at the camp, and the pair form a close friendship. Stan’s attempts to snare the
affections of the singer-songwriter Bridget St John are repeatedly thwarted by her
overbearing mother, and then his own family obligations to babysit Little Arthur, who
sprays the inside of the chalet with ink. The Butlers then have to try and redecorate the
chalet without Blakey finding out. Stan’s final attempt at seducing Bridget fails when the
group goes on a boat cruise in a stormy sea, where Stan succumbs to seasickness, whilst
Jack, as ever manages to steal Stan’s love. Arthur manages to patch up the damage to the
chalet, but the new paint is ruined a second time by Olive losing her glasses and putting
handprints all over the walls. Arthur uses petrol from his motorcycle to clean the
paint brushes, but neglects to tell anyone Olive poured it down the toilet; as a result,
Stan’s carelessly discarded cigarette causes the toilet to explode. He and Jack set up
a diversion to keep Blakey busy whilst they steal a toilet from the camp’s stores and
repair the damage.
Despite these mishaps, the Butler family’s holiday ends with reasonable success, and a
new batch of guests arrive at the camp for the second ATP weekend of 1972, only to find
it has been moved to Manchester. Blakey gets fired by the manager for his romantic
misadventures with the camp nurse, whilst Stan and Jack set their sights on two more
female guests. They borrow the bus for an evening trip to the beach, but the bus sinks
in the sand and is submerged when the tide comes in. They are sacked and end up on
the dole again; where Stan finds to his horror that Blakey is now a clerk at the labour
exchange. Blakey initially gloats over Stan’s predicament, then offers him a job driving
a wrecking ball – as it is appropriate for someone who is “always smashing things
up”. Stan is then seen demolishing a building as the end credits roll over a lengthy
improvisation by Derek Bailey.

The national folk
arts development
organisation for
England

Championing, preserving, promoting and
developing English folk arts as part of the rich
and diverse cultural landscape of the UK
Cecil Sharp House – dedicated folk arts centre and
venue in Camden, North London
Vaughan Williams Memorial Library – England’s
designated folk library and archive
Education – creative learning projects for young
people and adults, plus professional development for
educators

cecilsharphouse.org
vwml.org
efdss.org
English Folk Dance and Song Society
Cecil Sharp House
2 Regent’s Park Road,
London, NW1 7AY
/EFDSS

@TheEFDSS

@cecilsharphouse

Artists’ Development – promotes and develops folk
artists through commissions, showcases, bursaries and
training
Advocacy – speaking up for folk, locally and nationally
Membership – nearly 4,000 members, based across
the world

Join EFDSS and help folk arts thrive
efdss.org/efdss-join-us

STEWART LEE’S
READING LIST
Kathryn Ferry
Holiday Camps

Ferry’s pocket guide will give you cultural and
historical context for the venue. At ATP at Camber
Sands Pontins in 2001, Mark Shippy of Chicago’s
US Maple asked me, genuinely, if Pontins was some
kind of internment centre for young offenders.
He failed to understand the British holiday camp
experience. I, however, have entered trivia quizzes
at Butlins Minehead both as a genuine child and a
genuine adult ATP attendee.

Dan Rhodes

- The Professor Who Got
Stuck In The Snow
- Timoleon Vieta Come Home

Dan Rhodes is my favourite living writer.
I met him through a Giant Sand bootleg
trade in the early ‘90s and he turned
me on to the 13th Floor Elevators, both
of whom are here. The Professor Who
Got Stuck In The Snow is his latest,
and hilarious, satire of belief and
scepticism. Timoleon Vieta is the best
of his back catalogue. The reclusive
Rhodes will be reading and speaking
here.

John Cale

What’s Welsh For Zen

Bone up on the Welsh
godfather of all the music
you love headlining the
festival that stole his song
title on the shores of his
native land.

Andy Miller

The Year Of Reading
Dangerously

Andy Miller’s The Year Of Reading
Dangerously asks what the role of
reading is in the modern world, and
he will be hosting his Read Yourself
Fitter workshop in order to help you
to read too.

Dave Graney

101 Australian Nights,
An Aesthetic Memoir

Oliver Postgate and
Peter Firmin
The Art of Smallfilms

DJ, cratedigger, critic and curator
Jonny Trunk is all over this festival.
Here’s a book he edited compiling the
archive of the quintessentially British
children’s TV creators Postgate and
Firmin, outsider artists who chose kids’
telly as their medium for subversion.
I wrote the introduction for it. We
will be screening the duo’s classic
Clangers series on Saturday and
Sunday morning. Oddly, a character in
Dan Rhodes’ Timeleon Vieta Come Home
appears to be at least partly based on
Clangers composer Vernon Elliot.

Dave Graney and The Mistly have
come over from Melbourne to
play, and the veteran Australian
auteur’s book is an arch manual
on the art of the nature of the
performer that both inspired
and comforted me.

Paul Drummond

Eye Mind, Roky Erickson And
The 13th Floor Elevators
Drummond’s book is the definitive
Erickson study. Roky himself will be
reliving the music of the Elevators
live, something which none of us ever
thought we’d see, surely?

Stewart Lee

How I Escaped My
Certain Fate

Bridget Christie
A Book For Her

This is my book, by me, which I wrote, about
stand-up, and it steals its title from a song
by Mission of Burma, who are playing this
weekend.

This is Bridget’s book, about
stand-up and feminism, by her,
which she wrote, and she will be
talking about it live on stage to
Andy Miller.

EXTRA INFO
Mixtape Swap

As at previous ATPs, we will be holding a Mixtape Swap at
1pm on Saturday afternoon in the Queen Vic pub.
For those that aren’t familiar with it, just make a mix of
music you’d like to share with someone (on cassette, CD,
or whichever other format you choose!) and bring it
along on Saturday afternoon to swap with a stranger!
There is no theme, just include whatever music you feel
like.

Book Bingo

Lord Sinclair will be hosting Book Bingo again in
the Queen Vic at 2pm on Saturday. Book Bingo is a
chance for fans to pass on cherished books and
discover new favourites, as well as Bingo, balls and
prizes. Please try and bring at least one book to
donate. Every bingo call is a quote from a book,
first person to identify the quote wins a book.

Pop Quiz

Lord Sinclair will be hosting his
famous Pop Quiz again in the Queen
Vic at 2pm on Sunday. Name that intro,
the picture round and the infamous
drawing duel! Exclusive ATP Prizes to
be won! The quiz takes place In the
Queen Vic on Sunday afternoon - see
your Timecards for start time - you
can sign up your team in advance at
the Bingo the day before. We promise
you a “happy finish”.

Medics

We have an ambulance that will be manned
during festival opening hours situated
outside the main building of Pontins.
Medics have full radio contact with all
security and production.
If you have any medical issues however
minor they may seem please do not
hesitate to contact us. You can do this
by contacting security, coming to the
ambulance or calling the medics mobile
which you will find on the timecard.

tölva parties present

JOHN CARPENTER • CLAUDIO SIMONETTI'S GOBLIN
FABIO FRIZZI • SLEEP • DIRTY THREE • THEE OH SEES
TORTOISE • TY SEGALL & THE MUGGERS • LES SAVY FAV
THIS IS NOT THIS HEAT • OMAR SOULEYMAN • SUUNS
ANGEL OLSEN • YASMINE HAMDAN • BLANCK MASS
ANDREW HUNG • ANIKA • VALDIMAR • GROWING
KIMONO • YOUNGHUSBAND • GRIMM GRIMM
MUCK • USA OUT OF VIETNAM • MUERAN HUMANOS
JC FLOWERS • ADSL CAMELS • MARIO BATKOVIC
ÖRVAR SMÁRASON & GUNNAR TYNES (MÚM)
performing menschen am sonntag
COMEDY FROM STEWART LEE
+ much more

1-3 july 2016 àsbru, keflavik
tickets: atpfestival.com
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